
 

Study overturns 'snapshot' model of cell cycle
in use since 1974
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Sabrina Spencer, Ph.D., and colleagues show that instead of basing go/no-go
replication decisions based on a snapshot of growth factors in their surroundings
(as previously believed), cells continuously integrate the influence of growth
factors throughout the cell cycle. Credit: University of Colorado Cancer Center
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Cells have a big decision: Should they replicate or sleep? Healthy cells
can go either way. Cancer cells' replication switches are stuck in the 'on'
position. Now a study by University of Colorado Cancer Center
researchers working at CU Boulder's BioFrontiers Institute and
published today in the journal Science overturns the conventional wisdom
of how these switches work—a model accepted since 1974 and included
in current textbooks.

Many biological systems have evolved ways to adapt their reproductive
behavior to their surroundings. Take wild jackdaws—when ecosystem
resources are limited, jackdaws hatch fewer eggs. Of course, jackdaws
have to sense their ecosystems to make this adjustment. Cells do the
same thing, with cell-surface receptors acting like tiny grasping hands
reaching out into the ecosystem surrounding the cell to see what they can
grab. When a specialized receptor/hand grabs a growth factor molecule
it relays the signal inside the cell, telling the cell to initiate another pass
through the cycle of cellular replication. When these growth factors are
absent, cells enter a sleep-like state called quiescence.

Since 1974, scientists have thought that cells make the decision to
replicate or quiesce only in a short window during the phase of the cell
cycle called G1, as if cells make their go/no-go decision based on a
snapshot of their surroundings. The current study, by the lab of Sabrina
Spencer, Ph.D., CU Cancer Center investigator and assistant professor in
the CU Boulder Department Biochemistry, together with lead author
Mingwei Min, Ph.D., postdoctoral fellow in Dr. Spencer's lab, shows
that cells do not, in fact, depend on a snapshot to decide whether to
replicate—it's more like a movie.

"Cells are continuously integrating the availability of growth factors,"
Spencer says. "Since the environment is continuously fluctuating, it
makes sense that cells would continuously sense their surroundings
throughout the cell cycle to enable them to adapt appropriately."
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But don't blame scientists of the 70s. The snapshot-vs-movie
misunderstanding is a function old-vs-new technology. In the 1970s,
scientists couldn't see single live cells and instead had to study
populations of cells. To look at how growth factors affect cell
proliferation, scientists had to synchronize cells by taking away growth
factors to force them into quiescence, and then add growth factors back
to see if they could initiate replication. What they found is a "restriction
point" at which time taking away growth factors would no longer stop
replication—making it seem as if growth factor sensing occurs only right
before the restriction point in G1.

Spencer is a pioneer in the use of a new technology called single-cell
microscopy. Basically, she can watch a single, live cell as it goes about
its business. This means that she no longer has to synchronize a
population of cells and can instead watch how single cells within a messy
population of cells spanning the replication cycle react to these growth
factors.

"The biochemistry of what people previously discovered is correct, but
the timing is not," she says. The synchronization performed in earlier
experiments wipes out cells' previous experience of growth factors—like
pushing a reset button—and then providing growth factors to these reset
cells made it seem as if they only sense growth factors before the
restriction point in G1 phase of the current cell cycle. But Spencer didn't
need to synchronize cells and so didn't need push reset by restricting
growth factors.

What she saw is that cells remember.

Spencer found that cells sense growth factors throughout their previous
cell cycle, such that taking away growth factors for one hour early in the
previous cell cycle results in a lower percentage of cells choosing to
launch back into replication 15 hours later.
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"Cells are continuously taking stock of not only present growth factor
signaling but past growth factor signaling, as well," Spencer says.
"Normally 80 percent of cells commit to replication, but with a one-hour
lapse in growth factors, you're down to 65 percent, with three-hour lapse
you're down to 40 percent, and with a six-hour lapse you're down to only
10-20 percent making the decision to reenter the cell cycle. From a basic
science point of view, this means they have a memory."

This memory seems linked to a cell's rate of protein production. When
Spencer removed growth factors, protein production was drastically
reduced, and along with it, the production of an important protein called
Cyclin D, which in large part controls the entry into the cell cycle. With
lower Cyclin D (also a major target for anti-cancer medicines), fewer
cells chose to replicate.

"We think the basic science is pretty exciting. And in addition, the good
news in the context of cancer is that cells are continuously sensitive to
growth factor signaling—for example, in a disease like melanoma, you
wouldn't have to only hit cells in G1 to block that cycle," Spencer says.
"Understanding when cells care about receiving those signals, and when 
cells are sensitive to drugs that block these signals, can fine tune how
people utilize those drugs."

  More information: "Temporal integration of mitogen history in
mother cells controls proliferation of daughter cells" Science (2020). 
science.sciencemag.org/cgi/doi … 1126/science.aay8241
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